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From the Gulf  of  Mexico to the Tennessee
River ,  our water ,  lands ,  and air  play a vital
role in our state .

Alabama’s natural resources support a healthy environment, strong communities, and
a thriving economy.
 
Conservation Alabama Foundation believes our state should be a place where water is
safe and used efficiently, where our sporting traditions are honored and wildlife is
abundant, where land is conserved so that every Alabamian can enjoy it, where energy
needs are met affordably, reliably, and cleanly, and where transportation and
infrastructure projects are prioritized wisely. We believe our government should be
ethical, efficient, and transparent, and our state agencies should be adequately funded.
 
We support environmental laws and policies that protect Alabamians’ rights to clean
air, safe water, and healthy lands that are accessible for all communities.

This policy guide is designed to provide you with a look at what we have identified as
the most important conservation issues. While this guide is produced by Conservation
Alabama Foundation, the information presented has been gathered from our partner
organizations and subject matter experts from around the state. We are grateful for
their assistance in creating these policy briefs on critical conservation issues. 

  
We want to be a resource for you. We know that legislative sessions move quickly, and
you have many important issues to consider. We also know that Alabamians value
their natural resources and want to see them protected with smart, effective policy. By
working together this legislative session and beyond, we can make a positive difference
that will last generations.
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H E A LT H Y  &  A C C E S S I B L E   L A N D S

Forestry, agriculture, and outdoor recreation are critical economic drivers in
Alabama. These sectors have a combined economic impact of more than $80
billion and generate over 700,000 jobs for Alabama workers.

Bankhead National Forest
Courtesy Charlie Seifried

$70.4 billion
Forestry & Agriculture

Economic Impact

$3.6 billion
Hunting, Fishing, & Wildlife Watching

Economic Impact

$10.4 billion
Other Outdoor Recreation

Economic Impact
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https://ssl.acesag.auburn.edu/pubs/docs/A/ANR-1456/ANR-1456-archive.pdf


The Forever Wild Land Trust is a vital program that helps make Alabama's
beautiful outdoor spaces open and accessible to everyone for hunting, fishing,
birding, and hiking. First passed in 1992 to permanently conserve public lands
in our state, the Forever Wild Land Trust was renewed for another twenty
years in 2012 with 75% of the vote. 

 

We oppose any further threats to Forever Wild.

· Forever Wild brings measurable economic benefits to our state: generating
more than $494 million in tax revenues, supporting 86,000 jobs, and providing
$2 billion in wages.
 
· A recent Return on Investment report conducted by the Trust for Public Land
shows that for every $1 in public funds invested to purchase lands, $5 are
returned to the state in goods and services.[1]
 
· Forever Wild is the most popular conservation program in Alabama, yet it has
faced repeated legislative attempts to divert its funding elsewhere.
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https://www.tpl.org/alabama%E2%80%99s-return-investment-forever-wild#sm.000000scd9735rf3kx1vtcetxitfc


Cuts to our core agency operations threaten our state’s ability to manage our
land and water assets to support public recreation and private sector growth. 

We support a state budget that recognizes the values of the agencies that protect our land and
water and gives them the necessary tools to do their jobs.

For our state lands to remain healthy and accessible now and for future
generations of hunters, foresters, and hikers, we must provide appropriate
funding for their management and maintenance. We must work to ensure our
public lands and forests are not at risk due to urban growth and development,
invasive species, and wildfires.

I S S U E  E X P E R T

Mitch Reid

Director of External Affairs
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The Nature
Conservancy

We support legislation that provides resources to DCNR to prevent CWD from entering
Alabama and to respond to any outbreak should CWD be found.

Hunting and fishing licenses provide significant funding for the Alabama
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR). Chronic
Wasting Disease (CWD), a universally fatal disease that attacks deer, has now
been found in Mississippi and Tennessee. In states with CWD, sales of
hunting licenses have fallen by as much as 40%.

 

I S S U E  E X P E R T
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Alabama has more than 132,000 miles of rivers and streams, and is one of the most
biodiverse states in our country. Alabamians depend on water that is safe for drinking,
fishing, and swimming. Water is also essential for the successful production of crops and
livestock and is used in the manufacture of many products.

 

C L E A N  &  A B U N DA N T  WAT E R

132,000+

332

10%
Miles of Rivers & Streams

in Alabama

Of America's
Freshwater Resources

Flow Through Alabama

14

56%
Of Alabamians'  Drinking Water

Comes from Rivers

Mobile Bay
Courtesy Charlie Seifried

Freshwater Fish Species
in Alabama

River Basins in Alabama
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https://alabamarivers.org/about-alabamas-rivers/


Alabama does not have a water management plan, which puts our state at a
distinct disadvantage when negotiating with Georgia and Florida for the right
to our water resources. Four out of five Alabama voters support the creation of
a statewide water plan, and state agencies have been working for years on its
development. While there is currently a roadmap for the water plan process, it
will not protect our resources effectively as written. 

I S S U E  E X P E R T S
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We support the creation of a strong water plan that protects our water resources and
goes beyond simply compiling the existing regulations into one document.

 

We support a water plan that includes information on how much water should be
flowing in our streams and rivers and ensures protection for our water during
droughts.

  

For many Alabamians, fishing in local rivers is more than a hobby; it’s how
they feed their families. Every major river in Alabama has
at least one advisory alerting people to potential dangers from consuming the
fish they catch because of pollution in that river. Unfortunately, it can be
difficult to find information about these advisories and how to safely
consume the fish in our rivers and streams.

We support Fishermen’s Right to Know legislation, which would give fishermen easy
access to fish consumption advisories through permanent signs, better outreach,
information issued along with fishing licenses, and/or signs at discharge pipes.

 

I S S U E  E X P E R T S
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Coal ash is the toxic waste that is left behind when coal is burned. It contains
heavy metals like mercury and lead and is extremely hazardous to people and
wildlife. Coal ash is often stored in unlined ponds near waterways, in many
cases behind a dam. Alabama has more than 20 active and inactive coal ash
ponds sitting in unlined, leaking pits directly adjacent to our rivers and
reservoirs. These pits contain over 100 million cubic yards of coal ash.

 

We support legislation that acknowledges the risk that coal ash poses for our environment,
our communities, and our economy and requires it be disposed of in a way that protects
Alabamians, our water, and our communities.

 

I S S U E  E X P E R T S
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James M. Barry Electric Generating Plant
Courtesy Mobile Baykeeper
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In parts of our state, the sewer systems have not been adequately expanded or
maintained to accommodate recent population growth. In other parts of our
state, there are no effective sewer systems, leading to public health crises like
the reemergence of hookworm, a parasite thought to be eradicated. Everyone
in Alabama should have access to safe water and sewer facilities.

 

We support the creation of a state assistance program that will help local communities 
 invest in their sewer and water treatment facilities. 
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Alabama River
Courtesy Charlie Seifried

FA I R  A C C E S S  T O  C L E A N  E N E R G Y

Alabamians pay the second-highest utility bills in the country. In other states,
property owners can offset these costs by investing in rooftop solar panels – saving
money and participating in a booming energy industry that brings well-paying jobs.

115,000
Number of Solar Panels

Powering Fort Rucker

0.26
Percentage of Alabama's Electricity

Derived From Solar Energy

49
Alabama's Ranking for
Number of Solar Jobs

$8 billion
TVA's Projected Investment in Solar

Energy Over the Next 20 Years

 Solar Panels
Courtesy American Public Power Association
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https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/alabama-solar
https://www.solarstates.org/#state/alabama/counties/solar-jobs/2017
http://www.madeinalabama.com/2019/02/utility-scale-solar-projects-brighten-alabamas-tech-recruitment-efforts/


In Alabama, numerous barriers exist to promoting solar energy and creating
jobs in this growing sector.

 

We support bills that would allow Alabamians fair access to the solar energy
marketplace and would encourage local, renewable energy development in our state.

A tax on hybrid and electric vehicles has been proposed as a component of the
gas tax bill for the 2019 legislative session. Cars are responsible for more than
half of the pollution in our country’s air, pollution that contributes to
Alabama’s high rates of asthma and up to 30,000 premature deaths each year
nationwide. Additionally, electric car owners already pay a utility tax when
they buy the electricity used to power their vehicles; a new tax would mean
these taxpayers would be double-taxed. Additionally, electric cars are being
built right here in our state and the proposed tax would be a burden on
Alabama industry.

 

We oppose any new tax on energy-efficient vehicles.
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